Unbinding molecular recognition force maps of localized single receptor molecules by atomic force microscopy.
Atomic force microscopy is a technique capable to study biological recognition processes at the single-molecule level. In this work we operate the AFM in a force-scan based mode, the jumping mode, where simultaneous topographic and tip-sample adhesion maps are acquired. This approach obtains the unbinding force between a well-defined receptor molecule and a ligand attached to the AFM tip. The method is applied to the avidin-biotin system. In contrast with previous data, we obtain laterally resolved adhesion maps of avidin-biotin unbinding forces highly correlated with single avidin molecules in the corresponding topographic map. The scanning rate 250 pixel s(-1) (2 min for a 128 x 128 image) is limited by the hydrodynamic drag force. We are able to build a rupture-force distribution histogram that corresponds to a single defined molecule. Furthermore, we find that due to the motility of the polymer used as spacer to anchor the ligand to the tip, its direction at rupture does not generally coincide with the normal to the tip-sample, this introduces an appreciable error in the measured force.